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1 Summary
HES Projects was commissioned by The Sustainable Trust on behalf of the Dandelion Trust
to undertake a rapid archaeological assessment of Crenver Grove, Crowan (covering
approximately 13.8 hectares; centred SW 63231 33926). Crenver Grove is an area of broadleaf
woodland at the southern end of the former St Aubyn family estate that once centred upon
the mansion house at Clowance.
The assessment was undertaken to identify, describe and assess the archaeological resource
and to better inform its future management and conservation. A rapid desk-based study was
followed by a walkover survey of the property.
Most of the woodland at Crenver Grove dates to the mid to late 18th century, planted as part
of the designed ornamental landscape surrounding Clowance. It may have been planted by Sir
John St Aubyn who updated the house in 1728, although it is more likely to be later in date,
perhaps broadly contemporary with the construction of the estate wall in 1785.
The mixture of beech, oak and chestnut, and the few surviving pine trees, is typical of
parkland plantations: the trees planted to provide a verdant backdrop to the open parkland
and to blanket the outside world from the bucolic ideal of the designed landscape. Indeed,
Crenver Grove may have been planted to help hide the nearby Crenver and Wheal Abraham
mines once owned by the St Aubyn family.
The property’s historic character is enhanced by the grand estate wall and the sinuous line of
an interesting parkland boundary that survives in places as a stone-faced revetment. This
boundary was partly destroyed in WW2 by American serviceman who used it as a line for a
practice trench. Other features include the remains of former boundaries, prospecting pits, a
quarry and a mound.
In the light of the archaeological features identified by the assessment the general management
recommendations include guidance on boundary maintenance and future woodland planting.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Project background
HES Projects was commissioned by Pip Richards of the Sustainable Trust on behalf of the
Dandelion Trust, owners of Crenver and Fox Grove, to undertake a rapid archaeological
assessment of Crenver Grove, Crowan (covering approximately 13.8 hectares; centred SW
63231 33926, see Fig 1). Crenver Grove is an area of broadleaf woodland at the southern end
of the former St Aubyn family estate that once centred on the mansion house at Clowance
(SW 63487 35010). The assessment has been undertaken to help the Trust manage the
property and to better inform any future possible conservation work and grant-aid
applications.
2.2 Aims
The purpose of the assessment is:

• To identify and describe the archaeological resource and its historic character.
• To assess the significance of the resource (National, Regional and Local importance).
• To make management recommendations for the historic environment; its character, sites
and features.

• To guide any future further archaeological and historical work.
2.3 Methods
This assessment consisted of three stages: a rapid desk-based study, a walkover survey, and
this final report.
2.3.1 Desk–based assessment

During the desk-based assessment historical databases and archives were consulted in order to
obtain information about the history of the site and the structures and features that were likely
to survive. The main sources consulted were as follows:
• HER Sites and Monuments Record including National Mapping Programme (air photo
plot) information and secondary sources in the HES library (see Section 8.1).
• Aerial photographs, including CCC and HES archive (see Section 8.1).
• Historic map sources at HES, including: Gascoyne’s map, Martyn’s map (1748), OS First
Edition 1 inch and surveyors’ sheets, c1840 Tithe Maps, OS 1883 and 1907 25 inch maps
(see Section 8.1).
• Secondary literature, including parish histories held by HES (see Section 8.2).
2.3.2 Fieldwork

The fieldwork comprised a rapid walk-over survey of the entire property equipped with a base
map generated by the addition of mappable material from historic maps and aerial photograph
plots (from the NMP) on to the modern 1:2500 OS map. Possible and known sites identified
from the desk-study were targeted. These were visited, described, and where appropriate, a
photographic record taken. Notes included a brief but thorough description of the site or
feature, its interpretation and management requirements, and any need for future
archaeological work. Any previously unrecorded features observed in the field were noted and
described in the same manner.
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3 Archaeological Significance
Crenver Grove’s dominant historic character is as part of Clowance’s ornamental landscape; a
landscape that once proclaimed the wealth and power of the St Aubyn family. Several of the
reserve’s historic features are important surviving components of the former parkland: the
mix of ‘exotic’ non-Cornish trees markedly different from the surrounding rural landscape, the
grand estate wall conspicuous of a designed landscape.
Much of the wealth for the creation of the Clowance parkland is likely to have come from the
St Aubyn’s mining interests, and as such, the former Clowance estate (including Crenver
Grove) has been included in the Tregonning and Gwinear Mining District of the Cornish
Mining World Heritage Site.
The story of Crenver Grove’s creation is interesting: it was once an area of rough ground, part
of the agricultural landscape, owned by the lord but used in common by the nearby farming
settlements of Tregear and Trenoweth for grazing livestock and the collection of domestic
fuel. In the late 18th century with the rise of the St Aubyn family’s fortunes it was planted as
part of the ornamental landscape and enclosed by a stone-faced revetment boundary and the
estate wall that surrounds Clowance, the result of which was presumably the loss of most of
the common rights and the annexation of the area to the lord’s direct estate.

4 Recommendations
The recommendations for the property and its archaeological features are general and should
be read and understood in conjunction with the report as a whole.
4.1 Management
• Estate wall (*1). The proposed conservation and repair of the estate wall is to be
welcomed, as one of the key components of the property’s historic character as an
ornamental designed landscape. Ideally, the wall could be re-instated to its full height
along the whole Crenver Grove property. The stone should be sourced from the
heaps of collapsed stone. Any further stone required should be carefully sourced
locally to make any repair visually less intrusive and kept to as short lengths as
possible. To ensure the wall’s continued survival there should be a programme of
careful removal of vegetation cover. It appears that much of the damage to the wall is
currently being caused by unchecked ivy growth and the root action of tree saplings
growing from the fabric.
•

Tree species (see *2). The tree species found at Crenver Grove reflect its historic
character as a purposefully created plantation. The clearance of the rhododendron and
laurel is a necessary part of the woodland management and will hopefully encourage
the natural regeneration of the present species found.

•

Boundary repair (Cornish hedges*17 and *18 and boundary *3). Any required
maintenance and repair to the boundaries should ideally be limited to as short lengths
as possible, with repairs maintaining the existing boundary style and using similar
materials in order to retain the historic character of the boundary. Stone facing should
ideally be of locally sourced stone. By using traditional methods the historic character
and ecological interest of the boundary should be retained and any repairs rendered
subtle and less visually obtrusive.
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4.2 Interpretation and research
The interpretation of Crenver Grove’s history and archaeology is bound with that of
Clowance and the St Aubyn family. Unfortunately due to the break-up of the estate it is
unlikely in the future that comprehensive historic and archaeological research work will be
undertaken for the whole estate. Such work would benefit the understanding of Crenver and
Fox Grove.
Future research could be undertaken as part of student dissertation.

5 Background
5.1 Location and setting
Crenver Grove is located at the southern edge of the former Clowance Estate, once the
residence of the St Aubyn family. The wood is situated mainly on a gentle north facing slope,
the summit of which peaks at 125m OD at the south eastern corner of the property, with
gentle slopes falling imperceptibly to 100m OD to the west, north and south.
On its southern and western sides the woodland is bounded by the substantially built estate
wall, marking the perimeter of the woodland, and the southern extent of the parkland. The
woodland is mixed deciduous dominated by turkey oak, beech and sweet chestnut (Tretec Ltd
2006, 6), the planting a reflection of the woodland’s history as a plantation as part of the
ornamental landscaping of the Clowance estate (see Section 6)
5.2 Geology and soils
(Based on British Geological Survey 2005 and Soil Survey Data 2004)
The assessment area is underlain by the hornfelsed slate and siltstone of the Mylor formation
that gives rise to soils of the Manod classification, with well drained fine loamy or fine silty
soils over rock.
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6 Archaeological and Landscape Background
The Crenver place-name was first recorded in 1284 as Kaergenever (see ICS place-name index).
It is Cornish and contains the elements ker, ‘fort, or round’ and an unknown personal name
(Padel 1985, 50-54). Rounds, or enclosed settlements, were a common settlement type in
Cornwall during the Iron Age (c800BC – cAD50) and Romano-British periods (cAD 50 AD410), and some have evidence for settlement continuing into the sixth century AD.
Archaeologists currently think that rounds were mostly agricultural settlements set within
extensive field systems. The remains of well preserved rounds are found close by at Fernside
(PRN 29472) and Tregear (PRN 29480).
As with the later prehistoric landscape, during the medieval period (AD410 - cAD1540)
Crenver Grove would have been surrounded by large blocks of enclosed land attached to
farming settlements. Nearby settlements with tre- place-names, such as Tregear (see PRN
29479) and Trenoweth (see PRN 29481), date to between the sixth to eleventh centuries AD
(see Padel 1985) and were originally farming hamlets of several households.
In the medieval and early post-medieval periods, due to its height above sea level and
exposure to the wind, Crenver Grove may have lain on the edge of the enclosed land and
been an area of rough ground. In the past, rough ground was an important part of the
agricultural landscape as an area to summer pasture livestock, to collect furze and turf (peat)
for fuel, to cut rushes for thatching and ferns (bracken) for fuel (Dudley forthcoming). Due to
the grazing pressure it is unlikely that the area would have been heavily wooded.
Indeed, Martyn’s 1748 map recorded the lane bounding the east side of the present property
as unenclosed, indicating an area of rough ground (see Fig 2 below), an area of former
downland also suggested by historic field names nearby (see below). Earlier historic maps had
recorded little landscape detail (for example, Norden c1580 and Gascoyne c1695).

Crenver Grove

Fig 2 Extract from Martyn’s 1748 map of Cornwall
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Crenver Grove

Fig 3 1809 OS map, the first map recording the planting of Crenver Grove (not to scale)
The 1809 OS map first recorded the plantation at Crenver Grove, as one of a narrow line of
plantations against the estate wall on the southern and eastern side of the Clowance estate (see
Fig 3 above). The map suggests that estate wall had not been fully completed by the time of
the survey although the map was produced from surveys undertaken at different dates and
may have been in part based on earlier survey notes.
The estate wall was recorded by Henderson (nd, see PRN 29505) as being built in 1785 during
one of the many famines that affected west Cornwall in the later part of the century (and
probably built by local miners), and it is possible that the plantation was first planted roughly
at the same time. The house at Clowance was rebuilt in the mid 1770s and it is feasible that a
new phase of planting was begun as well, including that of Crenver Grove. An earlier date,
however, could be suggested as in 1723 Sir John St Aubyn succeeded to the estate, upon
which he found it in such ‘a state of nakedness’ that ‘he began planting the grounds, upon an
extensive plan, and among other improvements introduced the plane tree, [Platanus orientalis],
which is remarkable for its large leaf, and had not before been grown in Cornwall’ (Gilbert
quoted in Pett 1998, 60).
A post-1748 date for the plantation seems likely, however, as Martyn’s map recorded the
trackway crossing the property as unenclosed; the area presumably still rough ground
(compare Figs 2, 3 and 4; see below). Much of the 18th century parkland landscape design at
Clowance is attributed to the work of John Nicholls who emulated that of ‘Capability’ Brown
(ibid. 61).
The plantation was again recorded on the c1840 Tithe Map for Crowan, when the assessment
area was recorded as including (and part of) five enclosures owned by the Reverend J St
Aubyn (see Fig 4 below).
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Within the tenement or holding ‘Tregear inside the [estate] walls’, TA 1603, occupied by the
Rev J St Aubyn himself, was ‘Crenver Plantation’. To the east, within the tenement
‘Trenoweth inside the [estate] wall’ was TA 1604, ‘Croft’, under pasture, and TA 1605, ‘Part of
Crenver Plantation’ and TA 1610, ‘Plantation’, both recorded as under ‘plantation’. It is
interesting to note, that plantations 1605 and TA 1610, as with ‘Crenver Plantation’, were
occupied by the Rev J St Aubyn and therefore in his direct management as part of the
designed ornamental landscape. TA 1604, however, as a croft under pasture was part of the
agricultural part of the estate rented out to a lessee, Henry Laity.
The far north eastern corner of the assessment area was recorded as part of an enclosed block
that extended far beyond the present property, up to a square enclosure further to the north.
This oddly shaped parcel of land was recorded as part of TA 1600, part of ‘Tregear inside the
walls’ and named ‘Common undivided between Tregear and Trenoweth’, under ‘pasture’,
owned and occupied by Rev J St Aubyn. The ‘common’ place-name recorded a former area of
rough ground, as suggested by Martyn’s 1748 map (see above).

±

TA 1600

TA 1610
TA 1604

TA 1605
TA 1603

Fig 4 Extract from c1840 Tithe Survey of Crowan showing Crenver Plantation and surrounding fields (TAs
1603, 1604, 1605, 1610 and the tail end of 1600 are within the assessment area; not to scale)
Additionally, to the north of Crenver Plantation, within ‘Tregear inside the walls’ but outside
the assessment area, the c1840 Tithe Survey recorded TA 1502, ‘Tregear Downs’. Although
recorded as under pasture, the ‘downs’ name also recorded its former use as unenclosed rough
ground, as does TA 1604, ‘Croft’, as crofts were enclosures taken in from downland (see
Dudley forthcoming). It was not uncommon for parklands to include areas of rough ground,
which were often improved and planted as part of the ornamental landscape.
Brenton Symon’s 1864 Map of the Crowan and Huel Abraham mining districts recorded the extent
of Crenver Grove plantation as it was shown by the c1840 Tithe Survey (see Fig 4 above).
Symon’s survey also clearly recorded the lodes identified in the area; ‘Huel Abraham lode’ was
recorded passing roughly east-west through the southwest edge of the property, and on its
eastern side a short lode extends from Oatfield mine westwards into Crenver plantation
(stopping to the east of the ditch *4). No mining features were recorded at Crenver Grove but
the map recorded the features associated with Crenver and Abraham mines to the south and
14

west, and Oatfield mine to the east. The workings of Crenver mine were first recorded in the
18th century. In the 19th century, under various names and amalgamations with nearby mine
setts, the mine mainly produced copper but also tin, lead and iron from 1815 to 1832, and
then again from 1845 to 1878, when it closed (see PRN 40211).
The Crenver Grove place-name was first recorded on the c1878 OS map (see Fig 5). By then,
the small enclosures of plantation recorded on the c1840 Tithe Survey had been removed, the
planting extended to include part of TA 1600 and the Croft as mixed plantation, at some point
after 1864 (see above). The ‘grove’ place-name is indicative of a purposefully designed
plantation and is commonly found on large designed landscapes in Cornwall; for example,
nearby on the Clowance estate stands “Fox Grove” and “Philly Davis’ Grove”. A similar
mixture of woodland on the property was recorded on the 1908 OS map (see Fig 6).
As a late 18th century plantation the history of the woodland at Crenver Grove is bound with
that of Clowance Estate: The Clowance place-name was first recorded in 1200 (Note, not the
Domesday Book as suggested by Pett 2000, 60) as Bocus Klewint, a Cornish place-name of
unknown meaning that may refer to the nearby River Hayle (see ICS place-name index). By
the 14th century Clowance was a manor, or the head landholding and household under which
other holdings were held by the lord or landowner. Clowance was gained by the St Aubyn
family through the marriage of Geoffery St Aubyn to Elizabeth Kemyell in 1380, and
remained in the family’s possession until 1921 (Pett 1998, 60).
Undoubtedly from the 15th century through to the middle of 18th century the house and
surrounding grounds would have been extended and continually revised. The extent of the
parkland surrounding Clowance in this period is difficult to establish, as it was not defined on
early historic maps and there has been no detailed archaeological and historical analysis of the
former estate. A deer park at Clowance was noted by Hals writing in 1740 (see PRN 29505)
and documents dating to 1667 referred to a deer park (Pett 2000, 61). The deer park could
have been created close to the house as at Godolphin (see Herring 1997) and may not have
necessarily extended as far as the present assessment area.
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7 Inventory of archaeological sites
See Figure 7 for the location of archaeological sites and features on the property. Note, all
sites referred to in the text of the inventory are prefixed with an asterisk (*).
Gaz no.

1

PRN

See 29505

Site Type

Wall

NGR(SW)

63619 33896
34008

Period

Late 18th century

Notes

This is a section of the estate wall that once extended around the
parkland surrounding Clowance. The section at Crenver Grove forms
the southern edge of the parkland and southern and western boundary
for the Crenver Grove plantation (*2) and property.

–

62892

The wall was clearly recorded on the 1809 OS map although it appears
to have not been fully completed by then (see Fig 3 and Section 6).
Henderson in his notebook of Parochial Antiquities recorded that the wall
had been built in 1785 by people employed by the St Aubyn family
during the famine at that time (see PRN 29505; Pett 1998, 60).
Some of the walling material may have come from quarry *9 or from
waste stone excavated from the nearby Crenver and Wheal Abraham
mines.
The wall is a double faced rubble stone wall constructed with large
angular blocks of stone, possibly elvan (?) and some weathered granite
(cream coloured) bedded in an earth mortar. The stone rubble is
horizontally coursed with some extremely large blocks found at the base
of the wall. It stands between 2m to 2.5m in height and approximately
0.6m wide; however, at its eastern end the wall has been reduced in
height purposefully due to its poor condition. In places sections have
been repaired. At several spots along its length the wall has collapsed
inwards into the woodland.
For most of its length the walling stands in fair condition. Its roadside
face is heavily overgrown with ivy and in several places sapling trees
grow from its fabric.
Outside the property sections of the estate wall along the B3303
(Helston – Camborne road), have been greatly reduced in height. At
Crenver Grove, however, most of the wall still stands at its original
height, retaining its impressive stature and forming an important
surviving component of Clowance’s historic parkland character. It is also
important as the parkland is within the Tregonning and Gwinear Mining
District of the Cornish Mining World Heritage Site, and as such, the
wall, as part of the Clowance estate, contributes to the area’s universal
value.
Form

Extant

Importance

Survival

Good (within assessment Condition
area)

Recs

The wall immediately signals the former importance and scale of the St Aubyn’s
estate, and its planned conservation and consolidation by the Sustainable Trust is to
16

County
Fair

be welcomed.
Any conservation and consolidation works on the estate wall should be carefully
designed and considered to cause minimal impact to the existing fabric. Repairs should
be kept to as short a lengths as possible and ideally aim to re-use the same materials
as the original. For example, stone used should be of the same geological type as the
existing fabric and preferably stones that have collapsed from the wall re-used.
To ensure the long-term survival of the wall the tree saplings should be carefully
removed from the wall’s fabric as their root systems will dislodge the earth mortar,
weakening the wall. If the removal of the ivy is required this should be done carefully
as in places it may help to support the wall.
Gaz no.

2

PRN

-

Site Type

Plantation

NGR(SW)

Centred 63232 33924

Period

Late 18th century

Notes

Crenver Grove plantation was first recorded on the 1809 OS map but it
is probable that its creation is broadly contemporary with the
construction of the estate wall in 1785 (see *1) and not before 1748 (see
Fig 2 and Section 6). Between c1840 and c1878 the plantation was
enlarged at its north eastern corner to extend to its present size
(compare Figs 4 and 5).
The plantation is mainly a mixture of turkey oak, beech, and sweet
chestnut, with some penduculate oak, evergreen oak, and hornbeam
(Tretec 2006, 6); a mixture of tree species typical of plantations on many
Cornish parkland estates planted in the 18th and 19th centuries. The
c1878 and 1908 OS maps also recorded as a mixed plantation but today
only three Scots pine still stand near site *14 (see Figs 5 and 6). The
penduculate oak is found on the edges of the plantation, perhaps part of
an earlier unrecorded landscape feature (Andy Norfolk pers comm).
The plantation is sited on a natural break in the landscape as viewed
from Clowance House. Typical of landscape design, the plantation
would have provided a verdant boundary for the parkland, a green
buffer separating the manufactured bucolic idyll of the ornamental
parkland from the everyday landscape beyond. Indeed, the planting at
Crenver Grove is deeper than the plantations found elsewhere on the
periphery of the estate, perhaps purposefully to hide the Crenver and
Abraham mines to the south.
Although the map evidence (see Fig 3) suggests that the plantation is at
least 200 years old, the measurements of the girth of the surviving trees
suggests that they are at most 180 years old (Andy Norfolk pers comm).

Form

Extant

Importance

County (as part of an
important estate)

Survival

Good

Condition

N/A

Recs

The maintenance of the plantation as woodland is to be welcomed. The plantation is
an important component of Clowance’s historic character as an ornamental landscape
associated with a long-standing land owning family who made a substantial amount
17

of their wealth from mining.
If the re-stocking of trees is required the tree species chosen should also include some of
the ornamental tree species found already in the woods to maintain its historic
character as a plantation.
Gaz no.

3

PRN

-

Site Type

Boundary

NGR(SW)

63268 34002
34008

Period

Late 18th century

Notes

The boundary is stone-faced revetment standing between 0.8m to 1.2m
high faced with small vertically set quartz blocks. Originally there was
probably more of a ditch on the northern side (field side) but it has since
been infilled, and the height of the revetted face reduced. The top of the
boundary is level with that of the ground level in the woodland.

–

62892

The boundary includes several gentle sinuous kinks along its length; the
kinks in reality less sharp than indicated on the OS master map data (see
Fig 7). These may have been created for landscaping purposes or
included natural features, or perhaps pre-existing boundaries and manmade features.
The c1840 Tithe Survey recorded the boundary defining the northern
edge of the plantation (TAs 1603 and 1605, see Fig 4) extending further
eastwards than today, along the line of the substantial ditch *4 (Fig 4)
At the eastern end of ditch *4 (see below) is a boundary of similar
characteristics to *3 as it defines the western side of the plantations that
run parallel to the B3303. The boundary does differ slightly in character
as it has a substantial ditch, which ensures that when viewed from afar
the revetment face is hidden, reducing the visual impact of the boundary.
However, due to the local topography boundary *3 is less hidden and
clearly stands out as a built feature.
Outside the assessment area (as described above) the boundary is not
unlike a ha-ha in its build structure; a ha-ha is a boundary type used in
ornamental landscapes to have a minimal visual impact on a vista but to
also be an effective stock-proof boundary. Boundary *3, however, due to
the lie of the land is visible in the landscape. Its main use would have
been to prevent livestock from entering the plantation but if they did
break in, would allow them to be easily driven back into the fields.
The boundary could have worked effectively for deer, allowing them to
easily enter the parkland from the plantation but make it difficult for
them to escape back out. There are documentary references to a deer
park at Clowance (see Section 6) but its extent has not been clearly
defined. Martyn’s 1748 map did not record a deer park at Clowance
suggesting that the deerpark was by then no longer an important
landscape feature (see Fig 2).
A suggested date for boundary *3 is with the planting of the plantations
in the late 18th century. However, the dating of the boundary could
require revision following further documentary and historical analysis of
18

the Clowance estate.
Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Fair

Condition

Fair

Recs

As an important boundary associated with the design of Clowance’s ornamental
landscape it should be maintained, and if necessary, suitably repaired. Any repair
works should be limited to as short lengths as possible, with repairs maintaining the
existing boundary style and using similar materials in order to retain the historic
character of the boundary. Stone facing should be of local stone but not sourced from
other boundaries or archaeological features. By using the traditional methods the
historic character and ecological interest of the boundary should be retained and any
repairs rendered subtle and visually unobtrusive.

Gaz no.

4

Site Type

WW2
practice
trench NGR(SW)
(formerly part of *3)

Period

WW2 (originally late 18th century)

Notes

Substantial ditch typically 1.2m to 1.5m deep, 1.2m wide at its base and
approximately 3m wide at its top. The sides are quite steep but evenly
grade down to a level flat base. In places on its northern and southern
sides is a bank of soil typically 2m wide and between 0.2m to 0.3m high.
On the southern side is a similar bank, but towards its western end it is
almost 10m wide with an artificially created level surface 0.15m to 0.25m
high (at its western end this also forms part of boundary *7; see Fig 7
also). This wide bank of material has mature trees growing from it and
may be associated with the original boundary (see below).

PRN

63569 33955
34002

–

63268

The line of the ditch was recorded on the c1840 Tithe map, as the
northern edge of the plantations (see *3 and Fig 4). The line of the
boundary would have been made redundant with the extension of the
woodland to the north east between c1840 to c1878 (compare Figs 4 and
5; see Section 6). As described in *3, the boundary adjoining to the east
of *4 (outside the assessment area) has a substantial ditch. It is possible
that the original boundary of *4 once had a similar build character.
However, in the build-up to D-day the boundary was used by American
servicemen as a practice trench, the ditch further dug down and enlarged
(Tretec 2006, 8), and any stone-facing perhaps removed for use
elsewhere and further bank material built up.
Part of the US 134th Infantry Regiment, whose motto was ‘All Hell
Can't Stop Us’, was stationed at Clowance, and it is possible that they
dug the trench (Andy Norfolk pers comm).
Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Good

Condition

Good

Recs

The ditch is open and clearly visible in the plantation. Its history as a former
boundary to the plantation effectively removed by its digging and extension as a WW2
practice trench is unusual and interesting and should be kept open, free from dumped
material.
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Gaz no.

5

PRN

-

Site Type

Earthwork

NGR(SW)

63571 33934
33879

Period

18th century

Notes

The faint traces of a ditch approximately 1.5m wide and 0.2m deep
(max) are the remains of a boundary recorded on the c1840 Tithe Survey
(see Fig 4). The boundary once enclosed TA 1610, an extremely small
enclosure recorded as ‘Plantation’. By the c1877 OS map the boundary
had been removed (see Fig 5).

–

63601

The boundary probably dates to the late 18th century and the planting of
trees in many small enclosures against the newly built estate wall (see
Section 6).
Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Very poor

Condition

Good

Recs

None, the earthwork is an ephemeral feature under little threat other than gradual
natural weathering.

Gaz no.

6

PRN

-

Site Type

Boundary

NGR(SW)

63570 33953
33847

Period

Historic

Notes

Fragments of a former boundary extant as a dilapidated earthwork. It is
traceable as a faint spread bank overgrown with ferns, holly and trees. It
survives as a 2m wide spread bank, standing between 0.1m to 0.3m high
with the possible traces of a ditch on its western side.

–

63419

The boundary was not recorded on any historic maps. Its date is
difficult to establish but is probably associated with the pre-parkland
agricultural landscape, perhaps marking the edge of the enclosed land
against the downs (see Section 6).
Andy Norfolk has noted that the eastern end of the boundary there are
the traces of an adjoining linear hollow, that he thinks could be the
remains of a path with an adjoining hedge which led to Abraham and
Wheal Crenver.
Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Poor

Condition

Good

Recs

None, the earthwork is difficult to identify and is under little threat.
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Gaz no.

7

PRN

-

Site Type

Boundary

NGR(SW)

63371 33951
33844

Period

Late 18th century

Notes

The fragmentary remains of a former boundary which separated
plantations TAs 1603 and 1605 in c1840 (see Fig 4 and Section 6).

–

63307

The boundary is clearly visible as a spread earthwork approximately 2m
wide, standing 0.1m to 0.4m high, with a slight ditch on its western side
measuring 1m wide and between 0.1m to 0.3m deep. The remains of the
boundary are more clearly visible near to the estate wall (see *1).
The boundary once divided two plantations, and runs up to and joins
the boundary (*3). From this point onwards, running to the west (63371
33951 – 63259 33997) parallel alongside the boundary is a faint ditch,
measuring approximately 2m wide and 0.1m deep, with a 0.15m high
bank to the north (part of the bank of ditch *4). The faint ditch was
recorded on the c1840 Tithe Survey (see Fig 4), perhaps dug to form part
of the boundary of Crenver plantation as it was originally planted or as
part of the original fabric of ditch *4; both features are probably
contemporary with the layout and design of the southern edge of the
Clowance parkland in the late 18th century (see *2 and Section 6).
Near to its northern end the boundary is cut by the main footpath
through the plantation.
Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Poor

Condition

Good

Recs

None, as a redundant boundary it will continue to slowly deteriorate away. At
present though, the remains are still clearly visible as you walk through this part of
the plantation and is an interesting feature that shows that the plantation was
originally planted as a series of smaller enclosures.

Gaz no.

8

PRN

-

Site Type

Mound

NGR(SW)

63163 33921

Period

Unknown

Notes

Sub-circular earth mound found centrally within Crenver plantation. The
site has been recorded by Andy Norfolk who interpreted it as a possible
prehistoric barrow.
The mound is low, standing approximately 0.2m to 0.3m high,
measuring approximately 8m to 9m in diameter. The clearest edge is on
its northern side, but otherwise the mound is quite indistinct, perhaps
partly as it is obscured by leaf litter and cut rhododendron stumps.
The mound stands on the ridge of high ground upon which the
woodland has been planted; its location on what would have once been
the skyline, could suggest the site as a barrow. It is, however, very small
and instinct in size and shape and therefore this interpretation can only
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be tentative.
In the more open fields found on the surrounding high ground views
extend westwards as far as West Penwith, to the hills of Trencrom and
Rosehill, eastwards to the hills of Carnmenellis granite, and southwards
to Tregonning and Godolphin Hill. About 400m to the north of *8 the
remains of eight barrows arranged in a line have been recorded as
cropmarks from aerial photographs in a field recorded by the c1840
Tithe Survey as ‘part of Nine Barrow Downs’ (the 9th presumably
ploughed out; see PRNs 56372 and 29847).
Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Fair

Condition

Good

Recs

The mound could be the remains of a prehistoric barrow, and its tentative
interpretation as such is an interesting feature and discussion point in this part of the
plantation.
To ensure the mound’s continued survival and visibility it could be kept clear of
encroaching vegetation. As a possible prehistoric barrow, people should be discouraged
from congregating on the mound and using it as an area for camp fires and any
activities that involve ground disturbance.

Gaz no.

9

PRN

-

Site Type

Quarry

NGR(SW)

62959 33864

Period

Post-medieval

Notes

Quarry cut into the gentle hillslope measuring approximately 25m long
and 20m wide, between 1.5m to 3m deep. In places, presumably due to
collapse, the sides slope gently into the quarry base. On the southern
side, however, the cut is almost vertical with moss covered rock faces
exposed in places. In the south west corner of the quarry is an entrance
way cut approximately 4m long, 2.8m wide and 1.1m deep. On the
northern and southern sides of the quarry are waste mounds of earth
and some stone that stand between 0.3m to 1m high. Those to the north
have been dug into by a large badgers’ sett. The small size of the waste
heaps suggests that these are the remains of the overburden removed
from above the bedrock that was quarried. As all the stone seems to
have been extracted and not processed on the site it is likely that it was
used either for hardcore for nearby roads, and/or for the construction
of the estate wall (see *1). The quarry was not recorded on any historic
maps.
The site is in a stable condition and easy to locate in a hidden away
corner of Crenver Grove. It has trees growing from within it but is quite
open.

Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Good

Condition

Good

Recs

The quarry is open and should ideally be kept that way, free from dumped material.
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Gaz no.

10

PRN

-

Site Type

Prospecting pit

NGR(SW)

62927 33922

Period

Post-medieval

Notes

One of a pair of prospecting pits at the far south western end of Crenver
Grove (see also *11). This, the easternmost of the pair is the smaller. It
is sub-circular, approximately 3m in diameter and 0.4m deep with a 0.3m
high bank of upcast material on all sides.
Similarly sized prospecting pits survive nearby (*12 and *13), to the
north east. The features are probably associated with the workings of
Crenver and Abraham mines, first recorded in the 18th century. In the
19th century, under various names and amalgamations with nearby mine
setts, the mine produced tin, lead and iron and copper from 1815 to
1832, and then again from 1845 to 1878, when it closed (see PRN
40211).
The pit is located in a little visited part of the Grove, mostly hidden by
holly bushes.

Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Good

Condition

Good

Recs

None, the pit is in a stable condition in a little visited part of Crenver Grove.

Gaz no.

11

PRN

-

Site Type

Prospecting pit

NGR(SW)

62923 33926

Period

Post-medieval

Notes

One of a pair of prospecting pits at the far south western end of Crenver
Grove (see also *10). This, the westernmost of the pair is the larger. It is
sub-rectangular, approximately 6m long, 3m wide and 0.7m deep with a
low bank of upcast material on its southern side.
Other prospecting pits survive nearby (see *12 and *13). The features
are probably associated with the workings of Crenver and Abraham
mines. The workings of Crenver mine were first recorded in the 18th
century. In the 19th century, under various names and amalgamations
with nearby mine setts, the mine mainly produced copper but also tin,
lead and iron from 1815 to 1832, and then again from 1845 to 1878,
when it closed (see PRN 40211).
The pit is located in a little visited part of the Grove, hidden by holly
bushes.

Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Good

Condition

Good

Recs

None, the pit is in a stable condition in a little visited part of Crenver Grove.
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Gaz no.

12

PRN

-

Site Type

Prospecting pit

NGR(SW)

62949 33968

Period

Post-medieval

Notes

A possible single prospecting pit located at the western end of Crenver
Grove. It is sub-circular, approximately 3m in diameter and 0.4m deep
with a 0.3m high bank of upcast material on its eastern, western and
southern sides.
Small groups of similarly sized prospecting pits survive nearby (see *10,
*11 and *13). The features are probably associated with the workings of
Crenver and Abraham mines. The workings of Crenver mine were first
recorded in the 18th century. In the 19th century, under various names
and amalgamations with nearby mine setts, the mine mainly produced
copper but also tin, lead and iron from 1815 to 1832, and then again
from 1845 to 1878, when it closed (see PRN 40211).
The pit is located in a little visited part of the Grove, hidden by holly
bushes.

Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Good

Condition

Good

Recs

None, the pit is in a stable condition in a little visited part of Crenver Grove.

Gaz no.

13

PRN

-

Site Type

Prospecting pits

NGR(SW)

Centred 63044 33956

Period

Post-medieval

Notes

A group of four prospecting pits situated about 120m, similar in
character to *10, *11 and *12.
The pits are tightly bunched together arranged in two pairs, separated
from each other by a 1m wide berm. They are of similar size and shape;
sub-circular, approximately 3m in diameter, 0.5m deep, surrounded by a
low bank of upcast material on the outward side of each pair.
The features are probably associated with the workings of Crenver and
Abraham mines. The workings of Crenver mine were first recorded in
the 18th century. In the 19th century, under various names and
amalgamations with nearby mine setts, the mine mainly produced copper
but also tin, lead and iron from 1815 to 1832, and then again from 1845
to 1878, when it closed (see PRN 40211).
The pits are located in a little visited part of the Grove, and are difficult
to find as they are obscured by holly bushes and brambles.

Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Good

Condition

Good

Recs

None, the pits are in a stable condition in a little visited part of Crenver Grove.
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Gaz no.

14

PRN

-

Site Type

Earthwork

NGR(SW)

62992 34013 – 63018
33974 (N end) and 63035
33886 – 63033 33820 (S
end)

Period

Historic

Notes

The fragmentary remains of an earthwork survive in two separate
lengths at the western end of Crenver Grove (see Fig 7).
The earthwork is clearest at its southern end, nearest to the estate wall
where it survives as a very spread earth bank 2m wide, standing 0.2m to
0.3m high. There are the possible faint traces of a ditch on the western
side of the bank. The earthwork is clearest near to the estate wall, but as
it goes farther northwards into the wood it becomes more difficult to
trace before petering out altogether.
At the northern edge of the property a faint bank standing
approximately 0.2m high is traceable for approximately 20m into the
wood, and its is possible that this is the scant remains of the same
earthwork noted above.
If so, then the bank may be the remains of a former boundary or
perhaps a feature associated with the use of Crenver and Abraham
mines. As a boundary it could have been created with the planting of
Crenver Grove in the late 18th century or be the faint remains of an
earlier field boundary.
Away from the estate wall *1 and boundary *3, due to the vegetation
cover and the earthwork’s low stature, it was extremely difficult to
accurately map and therefore its position should be treated with some
caution.

Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Very poor

Condition

Good

Recs

None, the earthwork is in extremely poor condition in a little visited part of the
property.

Gaz no.

15

PRN

-

Site Type

Ditch

NGR(SW)

63442 34078
34133

Period

18th century

Notes

The earthwork survives as a ditch 2m wide and 0.2m deep. Nearer to
trackway *17 is ditch *16, the two ditches probably once associated with
a Cornish hedge (see below).

–

63343

The earthwork is partly obscured by brambles but it quite visible with
the low vegetation of winter.
The earthwork is the remains of a boundary recorded on the c1840 Tithe
Survey, when it separated TA 1604, ‘Croft’ from the enclosed lane
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forming the far end of TA 1600, ‘Common undivided between Tregear
and Trenoweth’ (see Fig 4 and Section 6). Between c1840 and the OS
map of c1877 this small area, together with TA 1604, had become part of
the Crenver Grove plantation and whilst the 1908 OS maps still
recorded the boundary it was probably by then redundant and in a state
of collapse (see Figs 5 and 6).
The ditch probably dates to the late 18th century as Martyn’s 1748 map
recorded trackway *17 as unenclosed (see Fig 3).
Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Very poor

Condition

Good

Recs

None, the earthwork is in a stable condition. Vegetation clearance along the length of
the boundary would increase its visibility from the nearby trackway.

Gaz no.

16

PRN

Site Type

Ditch

NGR(SW)

Period

Post-medieval

Notes

Running parallel to the western end of trackway *17, on its southern side
is a slight earthwork comprising of a shallow ditch approximately 2m
wide, 0.1m deep with slight banks of upcast material either side standing
0.1m high.

-

The ditch is difficult to trace due to the cover of brambles. It may have
been a corresponding ditch to *15, probably associated with a Cornish
hedge.
The ditch probably dates to the late 18th century as Martyn’s 1748 map
recorded trackway *17 as unenclosed (see Fig 3).
Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Poor

Condition

Good

Recs

The feature survives in a stable condition in a busy area of the reserve. There is,
however, little threat to its continued survival.

Gaz no.

17

PRN

-

Site Type

Trackway

NGR(SW)

63591 33971
34151

Period

Historic

Notes

The trackway that forms the eastern edge of the property, and then
passes through the north eastern edge of the assessment area was first
clearly recorded on the c1877 OS map (see Fig 5). The route may have
been earlier one, as it is in the right position for the unenclosed track
recorded on Martyn’s 1748 map (see Fig 3). The unenclosed nature of
the trackway suggests that part of Crenver Grove was once open rough
ground. Indeed, the c1840 Tithe Survey supports this, as the enclosed
section of a long lane (of which earthwork *15 was once a boundary)
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–

63354

was recorded as part of TA 1600, ‘Common undivided between Tregear
and Trenoweth’ (see Fig 4).
As the trackway was not recorded as a main carriageway or drive on the
1809 OS map and the c1840 Tithe Survey it is probable that the route
was used by the farmers leasing the fields in this part of the park from
the St Aubyn family (see Figs 3 and 4).
The trackway is approximately 2m wide and levelled between 0.05m to
0.15m in places into the slight slope. Where the leaf litter allows the
surface of the trackway is visible as a roughly metalled surface of small
quartz fragments and grey clay, perhaps waste and slimes from the
nearby Crenver and Abraham mines.
Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Good

Condition

Good

Recs

The trackway is still used as an access route into the property and across its north
eastern edge. The continued use and maintenance of the trackway is welcomed and if
possible, any re-metalling required could try to use quartz fragments to maintain its
historic character.

Gaz no.

18

PRN

-

Site Type

Boundary - Cornish hedge

NGR(SW)

63354 34151
34161

Period

18th century

Notes

The enclosing north eastern boundary of Crenver Grove is a Cornish
hedge (a stone-faced earth bank) faced vertically and horizontally with a
mixture of quartz and the local slate and siltstone. It stands between
0.9m to 1.3m high with the remains of a 1.5m wide, 0.2m to 0.3m deep
ditch traceable for the most part of its southern side. In places the
boundary is in a more dilapidated state and simply survives as a bank.

–

63359

The boundary probably dates to the re-organisation of this part of the
Clowance estate in the late 18th century, contemporary with layout of
the plantations and gradual enclosure of the rough ground (see Section
6).
Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Good

Condition

Fair

Recs

If required, any repair works to the boundary should be limited to as short lengths as
possible, with repairs maintaining the existing boundary style and using similar
materials in order to retain the historic character of the boundary. Stone facing should
ideally be of locally sourced stone. By using traditional methods the historic character
and ecological interest of the boundary should be retained and any repairs rendered
subtle and less visually obtrusive.
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Gaz no.

19

PRN

-

Site Type

Boundary - Cornish hedge

NGR(SW)

63359 34161
34003

Period

18th century

Notes

A Cornish hedge that connects boundary *17 and boundary *3, to form
part of the northern edge of the Crenver Grove property. The boundary
stands approximately 1.3m in height on its western side and 0.7m to 1m
high on its eastern, woodland side. In places the boundary is faced with
quartz stones.

–

63270

The boundary probably dates to the re-organisation of this part of the
Clowance estate in the late 18th century, contemporary with layout of
the plantations and gradual enclosure of the rough ground (see Section
6).
Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Good

Condition

Fair

Recs

If required, any repair works to the boundary should be limited to as short lengths as
possible, with repairs maintaining the existing boundary style and using similar
materials in order to retain the historic character of the boundary. Stone facing should
ideally be of locally sourced stone. By using traditional methods the historic character
and ecological interest of the boundary should be retained and any repairs rendered
subtle and less visually obtrusive.

Gaz no.

20

PRN

-

Site Type

Pit

NGR(SW)

63508 33896

Period

Post-medieval

Notes

Small circular pit approximately 2.5m in diameter and 0.5m (max) deep.
The feature has clean cut, steep fresh looking sides and a flat base with a
low 0.2m high, 0.9m wide external bank of upcast material, except at its
north eastern end. It is cut to the east of boundary *6.
The pit has similar dimensions to the prospecting pit found elsewhere
on the property (see *10, *11, *12 and *13), but is fresher looking as if it
has been dug more recently. As boundary *3 was dug further out as a
practice trench during WW2 it is possible that the feature could also
have been dug then.
It has been interpreted as a possible blocked mine shaft on the
Sustainable Trust’s leaflet for the reserve.

Form

Extant

Importance

Local

Survival

Good

Condition

Good

Recs

The feature survives in a stable condition in a busy area of the reserve. There is,
however, little threat to its continued survival.
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9 Project archive
The HES project number is 2007097
The project's documentary, photographic and drawn archive is housed at the offices of the
Historic Environment Service, Cornwall County Council, Kennall Building, Old County Hall,
Station Road, Truro, TR1 3AY. The contents of this archive are as listed below:
1.

A project file containing site records and notes, project correspondence and
administration.

2.

Field plans and copies of historic maps stored in an A2-size plastic envelope (GRE 629).

3.

This report text is held in digital form as:
G:\CAU\HE Projects\Sites\Sites C\Crenver Grove assessment 2007097

4.

Digital ArcViw GIS data stored in the CCC directory:
L:\CAU\HE_Projects\Sites_C\Crenver_Grove_2007097

5.

Digital photographs stored in the CCC directory:
R:\Images\HES Images\SITES.A-D\Crenver_Grove_2007097
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Fig 6
1908 OS map
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Archaeological Sites and features
(see Section 7 for details)
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Fig 8 Ditch *4, dug as practice trench during WW2 by American servicemen. The ditch was dug
following the alignment of the original boundary to Crenver Plantation as recorded on the c1840
Tithe Survey (see Fig 4) (Image courtesy of Andy Norfolk)

Fig 9 Looking north eastwards along the remnants of boundary *6 which survives as a ditch (to the
left) and a dilapidated bank (to the right) (Image courtesy of Andy Norfolk)

Fig 10 Looking south westwards across quarry *9 (Image courtesy of Andy Norfolk)

Fig 11 Looking north eastwards across pit *20 (Image courtesy of Andy Norfolk)

